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MOBILIZATIONS 

(in three parts) 

 

 
      My dear Zorka, this poem is for you. 

 

I. Mobilization for Survival 

  

At times my father was like a cedar, 

solitary, rooted 

in the garden of his life.  

And his branches, emerging two metres above the ground 

were like ancient evergreen desires, 

wanting to feel the sky, to 

cling onto real stars, but they lignified  

on their way.  

And the resin which dripped from the wounds,  

perfuming the earth was 

the cold and roaring Volga, 

fleeing from the Siberian steppes, 

diverted towards the South. 

 

My father: an occasional beacon, 

wrapped in a dark, soiled jacket, always 

a chess knight move 

away from us and a diagonal distance 

of the black bishop from himself; or  

a frostbitten crown of a dandelion  

without footprints beneath the absent feet. 

 

And the only light to be shimmering 

in this farcical, dark landscape 

came 
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from beneath: 

it was compressed in the square of  a reflector 

on my red primary school  

bag: with the puss-in-boots on the front, 

the reflector dangling from  

the fingers of his chunky palm like suspended traffic lights. 

A puss with or without the boots? 

 

Where were the diplomas of the wrestler then, 

where the ashes of the school reports with distinction, put into the baker's oven? 

Hope, burnt amid loaves of bread. 

A long time ago, when your father, 

an impoverished crofter I  

never got to meet – he had left this world before my coming –  

stole family meals 

from beneath the brooding chickens, fresh  

eggs, trading them for tobacco, so 

his black jet of saliva – which 

inspired your respect – 

could kill a fly in mid-air, 

the entrance to dreams snowed in  

by your mother, 

her great torrents of rebuke. 

 

Vienna – Belgrade – Pančevo. 

Where did your railway signal flash:  

the red conductor's cap? What did your eyes take in, rushing 

along the tracks, along the metal crossbeams of the world? Where are the  

switches on which you diverted trains 

onto other tracks, until  

life itself pulled you along them? 

Ladendorf – Frättingsdorf – Wätzleinsdorf. 

 

Everything there  

vanished even before 

the coming of the body. 
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Then the call-up to the Russian front: 

an operator without his weapons, 

instead of the radio station Telefunken 

they pressed a machine gun, Mg 42, 

into your hands. 

 

height: tall 

hair: brown 

eyes: blue 

 

cast into a country, crisscrossed with trenches, into gaping 

jaws of starving earth, 

gluttonous, waiting on 

its avowed delivery, 

 

nose: straight 

mustache: shaved 

distinguishing marks: none 

 

sent to obtuse dormancy of Russian swamps and 

the wild wailing of uprooted birches.  

Then, the command: 

On the tip of the front – on a hill just before pasienis –  

entrench on the front firing line, 

the Lithuanian sky like 

a tight lid, pressing down hard, 

and then 

amid ripe wheat spikes, 

crawling for your life and for your Viennese colleague,  

whose name, Swoboda, jutted into the future,  

full of hope. No man's land, 

no man's life, with a white handkerchief of surrender tied to the machine gun, 

on his benumbed stomach 

towards the Russian artillery, 

towards freedom.  
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A deserter who could not kill and 

therefore killed air, but did not strike a bird. 

A fugitive from himself, 

from death and from life, 

forever on the run in a damned 

triangle of survival.  

 

The technique of positive transfer 

is to overcome a plateau, was later noted 

by that same hand: yours, which  

dissected corpses' chests  

afflicted with dropsy   

for medical students in the Russian prison camp  

and then handed out the organs as though they were rare fruits 

in that deadly economy of keeping  

your blood in circulation and your organs 

in place.  

 

Stale bread under your tongue and 

the eternal taste of kapusta sup, 

on the floor the inorganic weaving: a carpet of dead bodies, - 42ºC, 

your hedgerow, ligustrum vulgare,  

which sprouts and blossoms still today: 

categories of breakdown or attributes of life? 

 

And your mother, celebrated ninety-three times, 

fanatically surrounded by Russian classics and  

crucifixes in Bokalci would squeeze an orange  

into my hand, the size of the sun,  

which she couldn't eat, because her teeth 

had long since stopped resembling millstones. 

Glowing fruits which gathered like animated constellations, 

like multiplied suns in the grey ending 

on the window sills, waiting  

for visitors armed with teeth.  
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Oranges I could not  

eat, for I felt death lurking inside,  

life without juice. Defiant, dry oranges which 

sisters would deliver for a midday break  

with relentless persistence. In a home where 

hardly a trace of oxygen 

could penetrate the muddled saturation of urine. 

A deadly dance of smells 

in hairy noses, deviously 

waiting in ambush on the hard seats 

of wheel chairs from the corridors.  

The absent scent of life that settled 

the child's nostrils and inhabited the very bottom of 

those plucked centenarian heads. In an abode 

of will, colder than arms, 

more powerful than death. 

 

A stubborn old girl, as small as a cedar cone: 

mother had put you in the line of the lost, 

in the column of the defiant. 

With thousands awry potions and exertions 

mother mobilized you for survival. Not your outstanding grades, 

nor wrestling or gymnastics at the Sokol club. 

 

Like a trunkless tree, 

one distant sleepless night in 1946, 

my father stood on his 

motherland. 

Returned, 

but where, what for, and to whom? And 

far was the sun and 

far the landscape 

to support him.  
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II. Mobilization for Life 

 

An eccentric, deserter and atheist,  

seeking refuge in agronomy, 

Goethe and the discipline of children. Whose life 

tosses him to and fro on a mine field 

like an unsaddled chess knight. Who depicts 

the letter L: Lehrling, but makes no use 

of the basic gears and never brakes.  

Who reads Pigs Fodder, his feet in a cold bath – to  

improve concentration –  

and who hopes to discover a shelter in botanical books, 

the ground beneath his feet,  

but cannot find a coltsfoot leaf 

big enough to cover his own shadow.  

 

Who brought my mother on their first date a bouquet 

of two ladles and then removed himself 

to a distance of 800 km. Once on the field, he  

changed the course of the bishop again,  

directing him back towards the regal chess piece; 

the one that can move painlessly  

in all directions, at times simply with a glance 

without a move, towards her 

hiding within herself  

the moves of all moves, watching over them.  

 

And I: the outcome of a family vote  

in February 1970; nobody imposed a veto and the embryo 

freely grew into me, 

so that today I can calmly look upon my path, 

a trail, already longer than life, so I 

can see your life  

ahead of me, much longer than the path.  
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And so my father invested his 

unfinished herbarium into me, 

and my thoughts crammed between  

the piles of books like flattened flowers  

until, in my first collection, 

all this vegetative erudition exploded 

and all the blades, precisely ordered,  

could once again occupy 

their former volume. 

And now I am faced with an endless 

wasteland of flowers, words, willing and fresh,  

contracting and expanding at my order 

like the universe. What am I  

to do with it, here,  

in this twisted place, 

cold–blooded.  

 

And now in front of my eyes: an endless 

featurless pampa 

of common danglers, Vulpia myuros, 

covered with an envious spawn of 

amphibia.  

 

Your diphase, alternating current 

and the 1200 pages of frenzied notes, 

gushing forth with the magnitude 

of a hurricane spout. A siphonic 

burden you have laid on  

your children's shoulders, the way 

a war selfishly lays its bodies  

and its bloodied memory into 

an impenetrable mythical ring and  

buries it for the future generations 

amid the pages of an earthly book, a large 

unpublished hardback 
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with no corrections and  

no editor.  

 

Was God hidden amid chick-peas, 

sunflower seeds and carrots, 

in the mouths of distrophic prisoners  

on their way home? 

 

Was God hidden in the deaf eardrums of rifles 

the Gestapo prodded you with in Vienna, 

when you lads were shoveling 

sand inside the axes of the railroad composition? 

 

Was God hidden in Jaroslav, an internment camp 

from World War I, between the teeth of rats,  

that, skipping across prisoners, did not surprisingly bite? 

 

Mother's God or your non-God? 

Both announced  

in capital letters, 

both, in an hour of need, puffed into darkness 

without an answer, 

both numb and frail 

as if crouching in an enclosed barrel 

of  Mohojeva bolota. 

 

It was neither the Russian front nor hunger, nor wine, 

nor was it your studies, no – 

 

  nothing matters but the quality 

of the affection – 

in the end – that has carved the trace in mind 

dove sta memoria – 

 

it was my mother who mobilized 

my father for life, 
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the gentle and unfaltering love 

named Zorka. 

 

III. Mobilization for Death 

 

At times my father was like an azure cedar 

and my mother perfumed earth 

which begot it, 

and she was the light energy that enabled 

photosynthesis. 

My mother was the tree, the sky and the earth  

in one. She inhaled the boy, 

whose feet froze in Siberia, 

to warm them, plant them within herself, 

and the tree could grow and  

the earth could again receive its juices. 

 

In an old yellowing photograph,  

which was consumptive the way my father was consumptive  

before they met: seated in a bough 

of hands that had never managed to embrace her, 

above the long wooden coffin of her mother, 

was a four-year-old twin with a shrewd, 

serene look in her eyes, seeking 

a large treetop to receive her. A fair wind that 

would cool her enormous grief. 

A girl from a respected genteel family:  

at the age of four the earth claimed her mother 

and at the age of fifteeen the sky received her father. 

Like a no-man's child, learning 

to swim in her own vale of tears. 

Her youth was like a huskless fruit: 

vulnerable years in which 

the entire harvest of what once was a home orchard, 
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the entire legacy, 

roamed into the pockets of strangers and their closets,  

and the people handed over the noble  

love as though she were a rotten plum.  

And you, Zorka, you stayed – like a miraculous 

fruit of a half-withered 

tree that had remained pure, 

untouched.  

 

Out of  the intimate closeness of their bodies 

the four of us children arose. Stubborn little buds. 

We dropped from a cone like defiant  

seeds with large wings, 

robed in impregnated, thick flax. 

Toppled into the microclimate of pines. 

 

And we were torn between all these 

elements, between all these landscapes, 

like invisible threads, woven 

by fairies.  

 

And 

his minuscule handwriting that was the other thread 

into which we were woven, without a possibility to  

ever truly abandon it, ebbed 

and flowed on the pages, as if traced – in regular lines – 

by the delicate quills of scribes    

reduced to the size of fleas. Or as though it  

represented the encephalograph of a mouse scared to death.  

With old age the size of it changed, 

it became a cardiograph of a reindeer.  

 

My father didn’t know of the delicate balance between 

the sexes that cannot withstand a single false move, 

my mother, however, knew, and she was constantly 

redistributing the weights in a way that kept 
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the pointers at the desired ratio, 

what he did know was that killing a man does not only mean 

squeezing the last atom of oxygen out 

of his body. It is also  

inhabiting your own body with the poisonous monoxide, 

which will corrode away slowly, tearing up your insides.  

Constricting your trachea. That taking  

the burden of someone’s death means 

turning into a burial ground which spreads like 

metastasis and encroaches on the space of the living.   

 

You do not have to be  

a commando to feel death: 

 it is enough to measure all life  

You do not have to be a poet to record sensitivity; 

 it is enough to measure all coarseness 

You do not have to be a believer to keep going: 

 it is enough to measure all cynicism  

What is this: all? 

All is neither support nor legitimacy, 

all in all is of no use: 

it is an exact measurement of pain in the centre of language and 

its great outskirts. It is an anthology  

of sadness, solitude, 

pollution and love in  

the cities of language.  

 

And there, after the felling, 

after the amputation at the Soča hospital, 

you did not know where you were from, nor where your place was, 

and you insisted on going home,  

why cedars can thrive only 

in the Mediterranean countries and east of the Himalayas, and 

having no legs is like having no roots. 

And having no earth is a barren 

hovering condition that cannot unite 
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anything in love. Home! 

Where did you say? 

Where is that – home: Lenart, Porčič, Sovjak, 

the Lithuanian aerial distance or 

via Moscow, Kiev, Bucharest, Hungary 

and Vojvodina to Subotica in September 1945 – 

to fresh linen and warm beef soup. 

 

But, you see, I am also a tree with two homes, and  

look, I am nevertheless uniting, 

out of mother’s resilient earth and your chilled wood 

I am building a temple, I am building 

 a ship and a port at the same time and 

I intend to finish the port, even though 

the ship of hope had sunk already on its first voyage. Language has 

mobilized me. I have done my training  

and now I am finally close to home, and your resin 

in my veins has matured into 

a noble liquid, clotting and melting, 

as I use my only skill. 

 

The bark worn-out and cracked, the crown 

thin, imperfect with age, the top sagging. 

The roots shallow, thirsty. Parched 

needles have remained, but have lost 

the edge and vitality of youth.  

 

The last evening, on a  

freshly made bed, more than 

the azure cedar you resembled a weeping one. With hands that 

dangled like withered branches beside the trunk. 

Serene, equally distanced from  

the earth and from your body. This was not 

an apotheosis of a cedar; you were  

more akin to a shedding Christmas tree  

that had been stripped of all its decorations and left only 
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with two little bulbs, just under the wilted top, their light 

fading the way the light of a boat  

in foggy weather fades as it sails  

for the open sea.  

 

Alive amid tempests, 

calm through a storm. 

In the dark April night, 

on a day of the permanent call-up without arms,  

when one has to return one’s body, 

one’s life, as though they were borrowed skis, 

you left with no skis on, crossing the land which 

had supported you all your life, and the ski slope 

remained drawn on the face of my mother.  

Who mobilized you: God or non-God? 

On the day of the last mobilization, when 

the only movable joint in the head surrendered. 

But not you. 

 

 

Translated from the Slovene by Ana Jelnikar 

 


